TINTIN IN THAILAND

Editions FARANG
J'ai rencontré Bud E. Weyer un soir, dans une gargouille au bord du Mékong, aux confins du triangle d'or. Une forêt de cannelières de bière verte reflétait sur son visage les dernières lueurs du fleuve. Sûre au sec, il grimpait fièrement au lieu d'échasses hiéroglyphes sous l'œil intrigué de petits bougres birmanes qui s'interrogeaient par un terme imprégné de l'irréel le soir. 

"Vous, vous êtes Belge !"

("Je portais un T-shirt "The calculus affaire" acheté à Bangkok, Bangkok.")

"Oui, dis-je, comment l'avez-vous deviné ?"

"Puisque j'adore Tournesol, je suis belge !" Il devait répondre au dernier cortège d'une "Single shot" qui régnait auprès de l'impressionnant émetteur d'aluminium de sa table. On a ri toute la nuit, avec un stéréo, les bronzettes épiées qui renartaient au nez des babouins.

Je lui demandai, je me suis retrouvé à lui qu'un "American breakfast", borgne d'un seul, sur sa table, n'était pas au parking et la fille faisait le genre dans leurs boîtes de riz. Sur notre rive au Mékong, les baraqués Thaïlandais s'étaient enfin le lendemain qui est fait, sous la brume grise de l'automne qui caravaient les aigrettes des canaux du Laos, des hauts parleurs cultureaux échoyaient le son des communara au travail des champs.

"Il y avait un petit mot écrit à la hâte au bas de l'addition farouinante qu'il avait "oublié" de payer : "Écoute Tournesol, je suis saoul..."

"Je ne suis pas renommé, j'ai appris plus tard que sa mère, buvonne de Bud, avait depuis des mois dans la jungle, activement recherchée par Interpol, la CIA, le FBI, la TVA, la Société Mouronave, le Vatican, et je pensai..."

"De plus, l'immense aigle de Kow, qui a produit les 100 meilleures images de l'album de "TINTIN EN THAILANDE", a été bombardée par les avions de l'OTAN lors de la campagne contre le régime de PLEKSY-GALDI durant la crise du KOW... (coïncidence, me disiez-vous ?)..."

"Foi de bon belge, et au nom de la charte des droits de l'homme à l'humeur, je crains qu'il n'ait eu le temps de se mobiliser contre la persécution des petits soldats qui, comme Bud, Weyer, ne sont que des fervents admirateurs d'Hergé !..."

"C'est plein de capitaines Haddock et de Séraphin Lampion partout... disait-il... "Alors les complices, c'est plus fort que moi ! Et puis, entre adultes, on a encore le droit de rigoler un peu à ce que je sache, malheur !..."

"Vous ne connaissez jamais cette édition parodique en librairie, elle est totalement privée, exclusivement réservée aux amis de Bud E. Weyer, d'autres l'ont acheté et son auteur, sont déjà épiés..."

BLACK LABEL.

WARNING! Bud E. Weyer a signé et nul l'autre qui peut ainsi déguiser des albums rescapés des bombardements de Kow. Ceux-ci portent aussi l'estampille officielle du village Vao de Ban Chang孤立。
TINTIN IN THAILAND

CHAPTER I

MARLINSPIKE HALL ON ALL SAINTS' DAY'S EVE...

ATCHOOO!

BILIONS OF BLISTERING BARNACLES!!...

...IT'S BEEN RAINING FOR MONTHS, WE'RE FREEZING. WE DON'T HAVE ANY FUEL LEFT, THE SUPPLIERS ARE ON STRIKE, THE TELEVISION IS BROKEN, AND NOT ONE DROP OF "LOCH LOMOND" LEFT IN THE SUPERMARKETS, BECAUSE OF THE CRISIS IN SYLVAVIA!

...SINCE HÉRÈGE LEFT US, NO MORE ADVENTURES IN THE SUN...

...YES, I'M AFRAID SO CAPTAIN!!

...NOT TO MENTION THAT YOU WOULDN'T EVEN PUT A DOG OUT IN THIS WEATHER

...TO BE PRECISE, I SHIT WHERE I CAN...

...THEN, HENCEFORTHE, I PISS WHERE I WANT!!...

DING DONG

BILLIONS OF CATASTHIALS! WHO IS THE RESIDUE OF CARBON WHO COMES TO FUCK ME IN THIS BLIZZARD??...

"SUN MAGAZINE" OR THE JEHOVAH WITNESSES ?!?
IN ANY CASE, NOBODY WILL DRINK MY LAST DROP OF *LOCH* ...

...SIR!! IT'S MADAM WAGG: THE...INSURANCE LADY....!!

JOLYON'S TURKEY ?!!... BILLIONS OF COCKROACHES! WHAT IS SHE COMING TO LAY HERE WITHOUT HER VAMPIRE AND ALL THEIR PIMPLY POULTRY ?!!...

...CAPTAIN!!...

WELL, THE "VAMPIRE'S TURKEY" SAYS GOOD EVENING TO YOU ANYWAY! ...OLD SYPHILITIC PIMP !!!..

...OH... EXCUSE THE CAPTAIN, MADAM: WE ARE HAVING A FEW PROBLEMS THESE DAYS....!!

...BUT PLEASE SIT DOWN: NESTOR WILL BRING YOU A NICE CUP OF TEA TO WARM YOU UP!

THAT'S IT... IT'S NOT EVERYONE'S CUP OF TEA!

IT'S VERY KIND OF YOU, BUT I HAVE A ... DISASTER TO TELL YOU ABOUT...

...SO, TO BE DIFFERENT I WOULD LIKE A ... BIG GLASS OF "LOCH LOMOND" 

ATCHOO

...MY GOD!!! I HOPE SO ?!

HURRY CAPTAIN: WE'VE STILL GOT A FEW DROPS OF IT, HAVEN'T WE?!

ARE YOU REALLY SURE ?!

A THOUSAND BARNACLES!! ... MY LAST DROP OF WHISKY FOR THIS JELLYFISH!! ...

... YES, EMPTY THE BOTTLE, I REALLY NEED TO TELL YOU ABOUT THIS TERRIBLE NEWS!!

I HOPE THAT IT ISN'T ABOUT ... JOLYON ?!

NO YOUNG PEOPLE: IT'S ABOUT ME !!!...
AND TO TOP IT ALL OFF, THIS MOLLUSC IS MAKING A MEGALOMANIACAL MENOPAUSAL CRISIS....!!

MY LIFE IS RUINED!! ... ALL BECAUSE OF AN INSURANCE COMPANY....!!

JOLYON NEARLY KILLED HIMSELF AT WORK WHEN THE "ROCK BOTTOM" LAUNCHED ITS NEW "DEATH INSURANCE" POLICY....

... OF COURSE, HE WON THE TRIP TO THAILAND OFFERED TO THE FIVE BEST SALESMEN AND THEIR WIVES....

BUT I CAN'T STAND THE HEAT, AND LONG TRIPS AREN'T THE BEST THING FOR MY VARICOSE VEINS....

... ALSO, I LIKE MY HOME TOO MUCH AND THE RADIO QUIZ SHOW "WHAT'S MY LINE?"....

THEN I SAID TO JOLYON: "GO WITHOUT ME, YOU REALLY DESERVE IT!!....

HE HAD THIS TWINKLE IN HIS EYES THAT ONLY OLD COUPLES IN LOVE KNOW. RASCALS!!....

... AND HE MUMURED "GEORGETTE",.... I LOVE YOU....

... THAT WAS SIX MONTHS AGO... AND SINCE THEN... THAT FILTH ... "HIC"... HAS NOT COME BACK!!....

... 15 DAYS OF SEPARATION ARE ONLY A DROP IN THE OCEAN OF OUR LOVE...."SNIFF"....

I'LL REMEMBER IT FOREVER... "HIC"...
At first I thought it was an accident, a kidnapping, or a murder, (you never know with those cannibals) ... then I alerted Interpol and the Embassy...

And my sister?

The bloody fools laughed at me! "Wait a few days and control your husband's bank account. You will soon know if he is still alive!"

Jokes are immortal!

Unfortunately, they were right. Jolyon is still alive, and at this moment he is squandering all of our money on ... whores!!...

Atchoo!

... Ruined 35 years of bourgeois cooking for the sake of this man's stomach! Who gave me 9 kids?? "Sniff!"

... Then I said no!!... Thomson and Thompson went over there, at my cost, to find Jolyon, but the investigation is getting nowhere and they're running-up astronomical expenses!!...

... I have only you young people... I should have thought about it sooner...

?!

... You have experienced the tree niggers from Congo, the negros of the Antarctic, the pharaohs, the crocodiles, the mummies and the chinks, you're not afraid of travelling!!!

... And you must be freezing your bollocks off, in this shitty castle that stinks of cat's piss, while your father's heirs gobble the copyrights!!!

... I beg you: save my marriage!!... Only you can find my Jolyon!! I'll pay all the costs... and thereby you'll have another publication of which you'll be the only heirs...

Imagine the faces of those vultures at the "Marlinsprick Company" when they discover...

"Tintin in Thailand"!
EXCUSE ME MY FRIENDS, YOU ARE MISTaken: THERE ARE NO PENGUINS IN HOLLAND!!...

HOLy TYPHooN!!... WEn WE ARE LEAVING FOR THAILAND... NOT FOR HOLLAND!!...

THANK YOU, I UNDERSTOOD, BUT...

WHY NOT WAIT FOR THE SPRING AND THE TULIP SEASON?

DO I UNDERSTAND THAT YOU YOUNG PEOPLE ACCEPT?

HAMM... IF YOU INSIST AND COVER ALL OUR EXPENSES, IT WILL...

YES!

A FEW DAYS LATER, SOMEWHERE OVER BURMA....

LIfe IS BEAUTIFUL CAPTAIN: WE Will BE IN BANGKOK IN ONE HOUR, THANKS TO THAT OLD CONT DREAMING THAT WE'LL FIND HER COCKROACH!!....

just FROM LOOKING AT THE CUTE ARSES OF THE HOSTesses, I'M STARTING TO REALIZE WHY JOLYON GOT RID OF HIS SPOILED POULTRY...

DOn'T YOU FIND THIS "BRUSSELS - AMSTERDAM TRIP" A BIT LONG??
... THAT'S REALLY STRANGE!? THE PENDULUM SAYS WE'RE FLYING SOUTH-EAST... ?!!....

THE WORST THING ABOUT FLYING IS THAT YOU CAN'T SMOKE A PIPE!!...

THE HOSTESSES GIVE BLOW JOBS??... YOU SHOULD HAVE SAID SO EARLIER!!...

?!....

I'M FED UP OF DRAGGING THIS DEAF CUNT AROUND!!

... AND FOR FREE? ... THAT'S YOUR FANTASY MY DEAR FRIEND!! ....

OH! LOOK CAPTAIN! IT'S DAWN, WE CAN SEE CITIES AND RICE PADDIES!!...

PADDINGTON?... YOU MUST BE KIDDING BOYS!!....

LISTEN TO ME TYphoon: WE ARE ON OUR WAY TO BANGKOK!! DO YOU UNDERSTAND: B.A.N.G.K.O.K!!....

A STOP IN MALLORCA?? BUT THAT'S REALLY STUPID!!....

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: WE ARE NOW APPROACHING BANGKOK AIRPORT, PLEASE FASTEN YOUR...

NEW YORK?!?!.... THAT'S INCREDIBLE!!.... WHAT IS THE MEANING OF ALL THESE LIES??!!....
WELCOME TO BANGKOK
HOLY SHIT!... I'M GOING CRAZY??!

HADDUCK!! WE ARE IN THAILAND: YOU'RE A BLOODY LIAR!!...
AND YOU'RE A BLOODY WANKER....

... AND EVERYBODY FOUND OUT THAT IT WAS MASTURBATION THAT MADE YOU DEAF!!....
WHAT DO YOU MEAN, "NO SENSE OF HUMOUR"??!! LOOK WHO'S TALKING!!

EXCUSE ME SIR: FROM WHERE YOU COME FROM?
...BELGIUM!!...
AND MY SISTER ??!

HA HA HA! BELGIUM! FUNNY JOKES FROM YOUR COUNTRY, AND MANY RAIN!
HA HA HA! BUT THAILAND BETTER!!

TO HELL WITH VARICOSE VEINS! IT'S TIME TO SMOKE A GOOD PIPE!!...

HA HA HA! SORRY SIR NO SMOKING IN MY TAXI, HA HA HA!!...
ARSEHOLES! THEY ALL SMOKE FROM THEIR ARSES AND I CAN'T EVEN LIGHT UP MY PIPE?!!...

WHAT?! THE CAB DRIVERS AS WELL?! AND FOR FREE I SUPPOSE... YOU'RE REALLY OBSESSED!
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MUCH LATER...

THREE HOURS TO DO 20 KM!
THES TRAFFIC JAMS ARE THE
ARMPITS OF THE WORLD!!!

THE SHITS? NO, ACTUALLY I'M
RATHER CONSTIPATED!!

YOU'RE REALLY BLOCKED UP
AT ALL ENDS TYPHOON!!!

YES TEA, BUT WITH
LEMON!!

WE'RE FINALLY ARRIVING
CAPTAIN. I CAN SEE THE
HOTEL SIGN...

IT'S NOT TOO EARLY!!!
MY BLADDER IS GOING
TO EXPLODE!!!

"PING PONG" HOTEL
HA HA HA!!!

I'LL MEET YOU IN THE
LOBBY!! I HAVE TO RUN
IT'S AN EMERGENCY!

THE HEAT!!

WHAT??!!
"THEM" HERE ?!
I MUST WARN
THE BOSS
IMMEDIATELY!!

O.K. MISTER
TINTIN: YOUR
ROOMS ARE 301,
302, 303...

(?) HELLO MY LITTLE PUSSY, HOW ARE YOU?
A FEW MINUTES LATER, 11,000 KM FROM BANGKOK, IN THE OFFICES OF THE "MARLINSPIRICK COMPANY" WHICH CONTROLS THE COPYRIGHTS OF HERGÉ

WHAT? TINTIN IN THAILAND?!!

YES BOSS! ... AND TOGETHER WITH THAT DRUNKARD AND CALCULUS...

THAT'S A DISASTER DEREK! TAIL THEM EVERYWHERE, DON'T LOOSE THEM. THEY PROBABLY WANT A NEW ADVENTURE AND TO PUBLISH A NEW BOOK ON THEIR OWN...

WITHOUT PAYING ANY ROYALTIES AND SOILING THE SPIRIT OF HERGÉ'S WORK... TINTIN IN THAILAND CAN YOU IMAGINE THE SHAME DEREK?

YES BOSS, IT'S A DISASTER

BY THE WAY, I THOUGHT YOU WERE AT THE COMICS FAIR IN BARCELONA?!! WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU DOING IN BANGKOK?

.....ERRRRR.... IT'S... I MUST CONFESS THAT IT'S A PERSONAL DECISION. I AM MAKING INQUIRIES ABOUT ILLEGAL COPIES OF TINTIN'S T-SHIRTS...

LIKE YOU PRETENDED TO DO LAST TIME, WHEN YOU CAME BACK FROM RIO?? I WARN YOU MY DEAR DEREK! THIS TIME YOUR EXPENSES WILL BE SERIOUSLY CONTROLLED!....

NOW YOU STOP MAKING YOUR ENQUIRIES ABOUT CRAP CLOTHES AND WATCH TINTIN, UNDERSTOOD?

YES BOSS!

VERY IMPORTANT DEREK: NO SEX!!... I BEG YOU: RESPECT OUR YOUNGSTERS OF 7 TO 77!!...

EASY TO SAY YOU'RE 78!!

AT THE "PING PONG HOTEL" WHERE OUR REFRESHED FRIENDS ARE PREPARING TO VISIT THE CITY...

ACCORDING TO THE "LOONEY PLANET" GUIDE BOOK WE SHOULD ONLY BE A COUPLE OF HUNDRED METRES FROM PATPONG, THE RED LIGHT DISTRICT.... WHAT DO YOU THINK?? ...

HA HA HA!!! BLOODY TYPHOON! I UNDERESTIMATED YOU! TO COPULATE? WE'LL SEE ...

LETS GO BOYS: MOTHER WAGG'S PAYING!! ...
A Bit Later in Patpong...

Turkish Bath and Massage

That will give us a break from the Arumbayas billions of barnacles!

Picturesque? You've never seen Aarschot Street! *

The captain knows the Swedish ports better. Typhoon...

I was talking about the Swedish ports typhoon!

Well then, I'll pay the price!

All ahead full this bar doesn't look barbaric!!...

Gogo Girls Hot Stuff for Lovers

Hello!!

Welcome!

Hello sexy man!!

No cover charge!!!

Please come in sir!

Let's go inside and "long live the mariners"!!

Vaseline? No, I don't think it will be necessary!!

Tintin!! Amigo Mio!!

*Red Light District in Brussels
... GENERAL ALCAZAR! WHAT A SURPRISE! WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU DOING IN THIS SHIT HOLE OF A BAR IN BANGKOK?!

I WAS JUST GOING TO ASK YOU THE SAME THING, CARAMBA!...

... AND FIRST OF ALL AMIGO, NOTE THAT MY BAR IS NOT A SHIT HOLE!!....

YOUR BAR?!

YES, YES AMIGOS!

... GENERAL TAPIOCA TOOK BACK POWER IN SAN THEODOROS, I HAD TO GO INTO EXILE ONCE MORE, BUT THIS TIME I DON'T REGRET IT!!...I ALSO LEFT MY "PALOMITA" WHO LET ME CLEAN THE PISHES A BIT TOO OFTEN. * , AND WITH THE MONEY I HAD LEFT AT THE "BANCO DE LA NACION", I OPENED THIS BAR IN BANGKOK....

CARROTS, DO YOU THINK SO? IT SEEMS TO ME THAT THE CLIMATE IS TOO HUMID.

COULD YOU PLEASE TURN DOWN THE MUSIC, WE HAVE "BROKEN EARS"!

BUT YOU SEÑORES? WHAT BRINGS ME THE PLEASURE TO WELCOME YOU TO MY NEW PALACE, CARAMBA?!

WE'RE ON PAID HOLIDAYS GENERAL!! TO FIND A MISSING PERSON IN THAILAND....

A MISSING PERSON? THAT'S A GOOD JOKE! IF YOU KNEW HOW MANY "MISSING PERSONS" PASS THROUGH MY BAR

HA HA HA!

STATION MASTERS WHO LEFT THEIR DRAGONS, GROCERS WHO DIDN'T PAY THEIR V.A.T., DEFROCKED JESUITES, OLD BOYS WHO LEFT THEIR MUMMIES, Pimps, crooks, cops, garbage collectors, bankrupt notaries. And all of them tell me: VIVA ALCAZAR.... HA HA HA!!

HA HA HA!!! AND I FORGOT THE INSURANCE BANDITS SUCH AS YOUR FRIEND JOLYON WAGG?!

MY BEST CUSTOMER CARAMBA!!!

YOU FORGOT TO ADD THE EXILED DICTATORS TO YOUR LIST!....

*SEE "TINTIN AND THE PICARDS"
IT'S PRECISELY HIM THAT WE HAVE COME TO FIND !!

BAD LUCK AMIGOS: HE JUST FLEW AWAY ON HONEYMOON !

... AND WITH MY NICEST KATOY!... CARAMBA !!

"KATOY" ?

YES, KATOY OR LADYBOY THAT'S WHAT THE LOCALS CALL TRANSEXUALS AND TRANSVESTITES !... THE FUNNIEST THING IS THAT YOUR FRIEND IS CONVINCED THAT HE FLEW TO CHIANG MAI WITH MISS UNIVERSE !... HA HA HA!!!

... WHEN IT'S A TRUCK DRIVER I SUPPOSE ?

WAGG RUNS OFF WITH A LADYBOY HA HA HA!!! THAT'S THE BEST ONE !! LONG LIVE THE FAMILY MENTALITY !!!!

BESTIALITY ? NO THANK YOU NOT FOR ME !!!!

I PREFER GIRLS !!!

TELL ME GENERAL, CHIANG MAI IS THAT QUIET LITTLE CITY CALLED "THE ROSE OF THE NORTH" ISN'T IT?

CORRECTION ... WAS CALLED CARAMBA ! THE CITY "LOST HER FLOWER" A LONG TIME AGO !!

I'M REALLY TEMPTED TO GO AND SEE HOW JOLYON IS GETTING ALONG WITH HIS TRUCKER !

HA HA HA!!! WHY NOT HOMBRE ??TRAVELLING IS GOOD FOR YOUNG PEOPLE... !!BUT FIRST OF ALL, LET'S DRINK AND ENJOY THE CHARM OF MY HOSTESSES, THEY'RE NOT ALL KATOYES !!

TYPHOON & HADDOCK ARE SO DAZZLED THEY COULD BE FORGIVEN FOR MAKING A MISTAKE! HA HA HA!!!

HELLO BOSS ? DINWIT SPEAKING FROM BANGKOK, I BELIEVE THERE'S A PROBLEM CONCERNING SEX FOR OUR YOUNGSTERS FROM 7 TO 77 YEARS OLD !!!...

EXPLAIN EVERYTHING TO ME THOROUGHLY... YOU KNOW HOW MUCH TELEPHONE SEX COSTS!
I think it will hurt you, but if you insist...

Let's go Derek, tell me everything!!

Well, you asked for it...

First there is the "Calculus Affair" and his "Destination Moon"! Our fossil reveals his true nature with the nymphs who stick together around him. Hergé would shudder! His deafness guarantees him an incredible success with the girls.

More details dimwit!!

The girls, are they good?

The professor seems to be convinced of it.

And then, there is "The Shooting Star" which fascinates the captain so much that he hasn't touched his glass of whisky yet!!!

What do you mean by "The Shooting Star"?

... And Tintin seems to be interested by "The Castafiore Emeralds"

"The Castafiore Emeralds", what do you mean??

It has nothing to do with the "Jewels of Faust", reassure yourself! The Castafiore is the nickname of the toilet attendant at General Alcazar's bar...

The... bar of... the toilet boy... never divulge this to Casterman Editions dimwit!

And I forgot the "Cigars of the Pharaoh"!...

The Cigars of... ???!

I'm talking about Jolyon Wagg: it's him they're looking for. He vanished with a ladyboy.

I... with a lady... ??!

... I've got a broken heart Derek!! This evening is really the end of Charlie Brown!!

You're wrong boss, only the scenery has changed!

Charlie's still the innocent little boy that he's always been!!
THE NEXT DAY, ON FLIGHT TG 110, BANGKOK TO CHIANG MAI...

THIS BLUE SKY!... IT MAKES YOU FEEL GOOD AFTER OUR WILD NIGHT IN BANGKOK, DOESN'T IT CAPTAIN?

HA HA HA! YOURS WAS WILDER THAN MINE FROM WHAT I'VE HEARD YOU CHEEKY LITTLE SWINE!

A WINE STAIN?! DON'T SAY THAT!? I LOVE THIS JACKET!!

THE "LOONEY PLANET" GUIDE BOOK DESCRIBES CHIANG MAI AS A PARADISE!!

... A PARADISE? THE GENERAL NEVER SPOKE ABOUT A PARADISE!!

"FULL OF LIES"? NOT MINE SHE WAS DIFFERENT

OH! WOW! ... AND THE NIGHTLIFE DOESN'T SEEM BORING EITHER!!...

... IF IT CONTINUES LIKE THIS I'M NOT GOING TO BUY "RAY BANS" BUT A PAIR OF INFRARED GLASSES BILLIONS OF BLISTERING BARNACLES!!...

AND WHY NOT A TELESCOPE? YOU HAD YOUR NOSE IN THE STARS LAST NIGHT DIDN'T YOU? HA HA HA!

... LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, WE ARE NOW APPROACHING CHIANG MAI AIRPORT...

WAGG: WE'RE COMING!!

... BUT WHERE THE HELL DID YOU SEE A WINE STAIN ON THIS JACKET???
CHIANG MAI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, 1.30 PM...

AMAI CHAREL!! TIS HIER WAREM' ZENE!!...
TOCH WA' BETER PAN IN ZOERSEL!
VOKE ZIEDANIKI!!

BILLIONS OF MENAPIANS, WHY DO YOU ALWAYS HAVE TO MEET BELGians IN EVERY AIRPORT OF THE WORLD?

CALM DOWN CAPTAIN!!...

IT'S ONLY A GROUP OF FLEMDISH PEOPLE TRAVELING WITH "PLOAGUE TOURS": THE PLANE WAS FULL OF THEM!!

GERMANS? YOU'RE MISTAKEN MY FRIENDS: I ASSURE YOU THAT THEY'RE FLEMDISH!!...

I FEEL LIKE DISEMBARKING AT OOSTENDE ON THE 15th OF AUGUST, BILLIONS OF BLISTERING BARNACLES!!...

COME ON CAPTAIN! WE'RE ALL CITIZENS OF THE WORLD!

RIGHT, BUT WE ARE IN CHIANG MAI, NOT IN BRUSSELS!!...

NEITHER ARE WE IN BRUGGE AS FAR AS I KNOW! AND THIS FOR BEING 11,000 KMS FROM SHERPENHEUVEL, I DON'T GIVE A SHIT ABOUT THE BLACK AND YELLOW LION!!

LET ME TELL YOU MISTER THAT I AM VERY PROUD TO BE BELGIAN! AND DON'T YOU DARE SAY ANYTHING!!...

SEE?! BELGians FIGHTING WITH EACH OTHER!!... YOU'D THINK YOU WERE IN ZAVENTEM, "CAPITAL OF EUROPE"!!

... AND THEY'RE TELLING EACH OTHER BELGian JOKES!!... HA HA HA!!!
... IF I WERE IN YOUR SHOES I WOULD BE ASHAMED YOUNG PEOPLE! WE ARE IN THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE!

TO BE PRECISE: SILENCE IS GOLDEN!

THE THOMPSONS!!

THESE CARNIVAL COPS WERE THE ONLY THING THAT WAS MISSING!

IMPOLE AS USUAL ...HUH... CAPTAIN? AND PLEASE NOTE THAT THE "CARNIVAL COPS" ARE HERE ON A SECRET MISSION OF THE HIGHEST IMPORTANCE! WHILE YOU...

ME?...

... NOT DIFFICULT TO GUESS WHY YOU'RE HERE!

WHAT ARE YOU INSINUATING SEPTIC TANK POULTRY?!

LETS LEAVE THIS AIRPORT BEFORE I SPIT ON THESE GUINEA FOWLS!

AND GOOD "HOLIDAYS"!

TAXI: "SAYURY HOTEL" PLEASE!!... QUICKLY!!...

O.K. Sir!

I'M REALLY GLAD WE GOT RID OF THOSE FLOWER PATTERNED BUDGERIGARS !!!!

WHAT?!!! ...WHAT DO YOU MEAN?

BUT I BELIEVE CAPTAIN THAT WE'LL SOON MEET THEM AGAIN IN OUR TRAVELS !!!!
IT'S ONLY A FEELING; I'LL EXPLAIN LATER... BUT I THINK THAT THIS ENCOUNTER WITH THE THOMPSONS HAS HELPED US PROGRESS IN OUR "WAGG INVESTIGATION"...

HAVING SAID THAT, I FIND CHIANG MAI MUCH LESS POLLUTED THAN BANGKOK!...

Ooh?! Really?! You think so?... Yes, more "Fresh Air" as you say!

Yes, it's really greener!

Long? No, I found this flight pretty short!... I didn't even notice our charming friends on the plane!...

This Fossil is really blocked up!!...

Oh! Captain! I just made a stupid mistake!!...

What did you do again Ships Boy??!...

... I mixed up the addresses the General gave us in Bangkok!!...

"Sayury" is not the name of our hotel, it's a "Body Massage" place!

... Verry Gooood!... I've dreamed for a long time about relaxing in a bathtub with a girl washing me!!
A BIT LATER, AT THE "SAYURY BODY MASSAGE COMPANY UNLIMITED"...

WELCOME SIR! PLEASE HAVE A SEAT ...

THAT'S WHAT I CALL A WELL STOCKED WINDOW. BILLIONS OF SHELFISHES WITH STRAPS!!...

A HOTEL? YOU MUST BE KIDDING! THIS IS A BROTHEL FOR SURE!

... BUT NOTE THAT IT REALLY DOESN'T DISTURB ME AT ALL!!!

TEE HEE HEE!!!

GO FOR IT IF YOU WANT: THE TOUT IS JUST EXPLAINING TO ME THAT IT'S ONE THOUSAND BAHT FOR TWO HOURS WITH THE GIRL OF YOUR CHOICE...

THE GIRL WITH THE FLOWER PATTERNED SWIMSUITS? I REALLY CAN'T SEE HER... WHERE IS SHE??

BUT YOU TINTIN, YOU REALLY DON'T...

DON'T WORRY ABOUT ME CAPTAIN, I'LL WAIT FOR YOU HERE... TAKE YOUR TIME...

SORRY, I FORGOT THAT IT'S NOT YOUR CUP OF TEA... TOO BAD FOR YOU... WE'RE GOING ON BOARD!!

WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY "UNDERAGE OF COURSE"??...

*BELIEVE ME, THE LITTLE OLD MAN WITH GLASSES MUST BE A REALLY GOOD SHAG!!!
NOTE: "SAYURY CO. UN-LTD" DIDN'T AUTHORIZE THE AUTHOR TO DIVULGE THE RECIPE OF THEIR DELICIOUS "BODY MASSAGES".

WHILE IN ROOM 102...

ALL RIGHT! I'LL KEEP MY HAT ON IF YOU FIND IT FUNNY, BUT I WANT YOU TO PUT THIS LITTLE HAT ON BEFORE WE START THE SIAMESE WHEELBARROW....

TEE HEH HEHE!

ROOM 103...

YOU'VE JUST REMINDED ME THAT I HAVEN'T SMOKED MY PIPE SINCE I ARRIVED IN THAILAND, BILLIONS OF STEAMING LEECHES!!...

TEE HEH HEHE!

... MEANWHILE IN THE LOBBY...

MOTHER WAGG WAS A BIT CHEAP NOT BUYING A PLANE TICKET FOR SNOWY

WHEN I THINK... "HIC"

THE POOR BEAST MUST REALLY BE MISSING US...

... AT MARLINSPIKE HALL...

PLEASE CHILDREN, WATCH THE CARPETS: THIS HOUSE IS NOT A BROTHEL!!

WHEN I THINK THAT THEY WANTED ME TO GO TO SIAM, WHEN I HAVE EVERYTHING I NEED AT HOME!!...

HE'S RIPPING MY ARSE APART WITH HIS SIAMESE FANTASY!!

19
2 hours later our heroes are relaxing on the terrace of the Pop North Guest House.

... and for me you charming child it'll be a small bottle of whisky.

Thai whisky Sir?

Uh... why not? It will be a new experience!

Well, shipmates, this stay in the North is starting like a dream, thanks to the good addresses General Alcazar gave us!!

The "Night Bazaar"? You must be kidding!!... it's a tourist trap for sure!

... captain, please don't forget our mission, and by the way, what I wanted to say about the Thompsons was...

I don't know about lighters, but yes, it is really famous for the old "Brolex"!!...

Sorry to interrupt you, but I think it's time to have a toast to the WAGG's!!...

And here we go! To Babe and the Barbarians!

Blaaaah!

Billions of blistering barnacles!! They call that whisky?? It's kerosene for Pakistani charters with wooden benches!!...

Tee hee hee!!! Thai whisky! "Mekong" aloi maa?!!

Admiral Kappott! Unbelievable! What a happy surprise!!...

Horror!!! That voice ???
Bianca Castafiore...

"Biancky" Commodore! From now on call me Biancky. It's my new stage name!

Still as courteous as a shrimp peeler, holy old bumper!!..

But?! Blistering barnacles?!

Dear Calv-culus, know that I am reborn in Chiang Mai!!... I've left Faust and the "Two Penny Opera" to...

The great musical revelation of my career: Rock'n Roll!!..

A trolley factory? That's marvelous. Somebody had to think of it! Is it profitable??

But, in the shadows, dimwit still discreetly follows our friends.

Thunder! Now it's the castaphial?! I must warn the boss immediately!!

Good advice, Mister Dimwit. Drop your mobile and join us in the "See-lor"* waiting in front of the hotel!

You!!!! But what...?!!

Shut up!... and don't attract the attention of Tintin and his friends!

* See-lor: Collective taxi in Chiang Mai
SOON AFTER THE SILOR DEPARTS FOOT FLAT TO
THE FLOOR IN A CLOUD OF FUMES...

WHERE THE HELL ARE YOU TAKING ME?!

?? IS THAT A BELGIAN JOKE OR WHAT?...

... TO A BUSINESS LUNCH IN A SWISS RESTAURANT, AND THEN TO SEE THE GIRLS, IF WE CAN AGREE ON A DEAL!!!....

TO BE PRECISE: IF WE WEE ON THE WHEEL!!!

... WHILE AT THE POP-NORTH...

... I TALK AND TALK, BUT I HAVE TO LEAVE YOU FOR THE REHEARSAL... COME TO THE "TOUGH" ONE OF THESE EVENINGS, IT'S A VERY "IN" BAR WHERE MY PHILIPINO GROUP PLAYS: "THE BLUE LOTUS BAND".... CIAO!

WITH PLEASURE! IT'S AN HONOR FOR ME TO VISIT YOUR HANDICRAFT FACTORY, MILADY!

THANK GOD WE GOT RID OF HER! IF THIS BUTTER ELEPHANT HAVEN'T SPOILED YOUR APPETITE, I SUGGEST GOING TO HAVE A BITE TO EAT IN A CIVILIZED PLACE...

... A GOOD FRENCH RESTAURANT FOR INSTANCE!

A TEMPLE VISIT? NO THANKS, DON'T COUNT ON ME! I HAVE A PREVIOUS ENGAGEMENT: MISSY HAS FINISHED HER SHIFT AND SUGGESTED THAT I GO WITH HER AND TRY SOME LOCAL THAI FOOD SPECIALTIES...

HOLY T lPhOOn! YOUR COMPASS ALWAYS KEEPS YOU ON THE RIGHT TRACK!!!

NO, NO, DON'T INSIST!!! YOU KNOW, AS FAR AS I'M CONCERNED ABOUT THE OLD STONES FROM THE "LOONEY PLANET" GUIDE BOOK.... BLAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH!!!!!

SO WHAT? DID THIS CLAM FOSSIL EVER LOOK AT HIMSELF IN A MIRROR?!!!... COME ON SAILOR, LET'S GO AND FIND A BLOODY CHATEAUBRIAND!!!

Tee Hee Hee!!!
While in "Chez Bibus", the famous Swiss restaurant in Chiang Mai...

The Thompsons!! Please explain to me the meaning of this circus?!!

First of all, please note that we don't want to harm you, Mister Dimwit!

Precisely!

But after all, you're working for the crooks at the Marlinuts Company who sell us out in the form of key-rings, coat-stands, and other tacky gadgets for rich kids, without leaving us a chance to make a living from our adventures...!!

Precisely: more police cock-ups!!

What do you Belgians think of my Swiss French fries?

Delicious Bibus!... Really tasty!

Precisely: generous!!

But, we don't see why you should prevent us from having a bit of fun!....

Rather than gracing some bathroom carpet or electronic alarm clock!!

It's Bibus:... He's a bit of a megalomaniac and touchy... Don't contradict him, because...

Thanks to our police I.D. card, we can eat for free whenever we want...!!

Gangsters!!

Believe us Derek! You will soon understand that it would be really stupid to abort this "Tintin in Thailand"...

Especially when you discover the "Stoplight Bar"...
Meanwhile at the "Cocorico", the no less famous French restaurant in Chiang Mai!

I have heard that your kitchen is royal!... and so are your wines!!

Oh! But?! I have seen your faces before!?... Aren’t you Mickey and Goofy, the two who walked on Mars?

Err... please don’t tell anybody about it...

Allow me to offer you an aperitif!!... My little nieces never miss your television cartoons!!

The house-aperitif I suppose? No thank you! I am rather distrustful of those cheap wines: I’d rather have a good Loch-Lomond!!...

You won’t refuse a good Belgian rose wine well chilled will you?!!

Belgian wine?!!

And not least: "Neuf Chateau D’utroux" ten years old and two years in the cellar!!...

Church wine I guess? In our country, clergymen are specialists!!...

At the other end of the city, the professor becomes initiated into the local cuisine...

Dechawat, nai, kem, lai, kha, ao, rai, nai, nai, maa, buk, muu-thai, o-oommag... (*

It’s very kind of you to consider my sensitive palate! Where did you learn such beautiful French?

Tee hee hee!!!

... in Paris?... Great!... But I talk and talk, and the soup’s getting cold...

Wao!!

(*) You could try to eat this spicy and delicious.
A PLACE TO PARTY THIS EVENING? ..
LET'S SEE... THERE'S THE "STOPLIGHT",
A WELL-STOCKED GO-GO BAR.
IT WOULD BE A PLEASURE TO
DRIVE YOU THERE!!...

ERR... GO WITHOUT ME.. I'M A
BIT FED UP WITH THE GIRLIE BARS,
BUT I READ IN THE MAGAZINE
"GOOD NIGHT CHIANG MAI" THAT...

THAT'S YOUR COUSIN
CHARLIE BROWN'S
FAULT!

... I WOULD HAVE NEVER THOUGHT THAT
ABOUT YOU, BUT AFTER ALL, YOUR AUNT
MISS PIGGY WASN'T THE MOST SEXY ! ...

ERR... YOU'RE
MISTAKEN ABOUT THE
MUPPETS, BECAUSE ...

... I ONLY HAD THE RIGHT TO A
FEW CARETAKERS, AN OPERA SINGER
AND THE HOSTESSES OF SYLVAVAIR!

END OF CHAPTER !
THE AMBIVALENCE OF THE SMOKE FILLED "SEXY BOY" AND ITS DANK STENCH OF ROTTEN SHRIMP SOMEWHAT DISCONCERT OUR HERO...

IT'S RATHER SAD... I MUST ASK MYSELF IF I MADE THE RIGHT DECISION TO COME HERE...

PLEASE HAVE A SEAT DARLING!...

SOME DRINK BOY?!
BANANA SHAKE??! HOT CHOCOLATE??!...

... YOU, I CAN TELL THAT IT'S THE FIRST TIME YOU'VE SET FOOT IN A BOYS BAR, RELAX MY DEAR!!...

BE HAPPY!
HA HA HA!!!

... STAY WITH US FOR A GOOD TIME. LOOK, DO YOU SEE THE SMALL CHINK SITTING OVER THERE AT THE END OF THE BAR?...
... HE'S A BIT SHY BUT.

... AS YOU SEEM LIKE THE SENTIMENTAL TYPE YOU SHOULD LIKE HIM... ANYWAY, BELIEVE ME HE'S A VERY GOOD SHAG!... HA HA HA!!!

TCHANG!!

(* See "THE BLUE LOTUS" - "TINTIN IN TIBET..."
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Meanwhile, the professor discovers the side effects of the "Tom Yam Kai"(*) and the comfort of the local toilets...

Stay optimistic: at least this caustic soda unblocks my old piping!!...

(*) Spicy chicken soup

...and that little cutie is really charming... I'm getting butterflies in my stomach!!

* Look! The old man has got the shits!!

...while the captain gets out at the "Stoplight-a Gogo-bar"...

Bloody hell, there's the poultry again!! Tell me Thompsons?! Is it in this kind of establishment that you're conducting your "secret mission"?

Cool it captain!! You are right... we have to talk seriously!

Precisely. We are going to introduce you to somebody who... thank us... doesn't want to harm you anymore...

That's really true!! "Hic!!"

What do you mean by "Thank us"?? And first of all, who is the carnival psycho who wants to harm me?!

Dinavit, captain... Walter Dinavit, ex-boss of the legal department of the Marlinsprick Company, but "hic" reassure yourself: long live Tintin in Thailand!!

...and to be precise: long live Tintin in Thailand!!

At the sexy boy, the reunion of Tintin and Tchang is moving...

...how I got here? ... it's not a very nice story to tell ... but ... everything started in .... Tibet!!

?!
AT THE TIME, I DIDN'T DARE TO TELL YOU EVERYTHING THAT REALLY HAPPENED BETWEEN THE YETI AND ME DURING MY CAPTIVITY ...(*)

YOU DON'T MEAN THAT...?!

YES...

NO!

(*) SEE: TINTIN IN TIBET

AFTER THAT TIBETAN NIGHTMARE FROM WHICH YOU DELIVERED ME, MY ADOPTIVE FAMILY PAID FOR ME TO GO ON A CONVALESCENCE TRIP TO THAILAND...

... BUT AS SOON AS I ARRIVED IN PHUOKET, MY MONEY AND MY PASSPORT WERE STOLEN OUT OF MY HOTEL ROOM ...

... AND THAT'S HOW I ARRIVED AT THE SEXY BOY... IF THAT'S WHAT YOU WANTED TO KNOW ... "PURE HEART"...! HA HA HA!

DON'T WORRY TCHANG, I'LL GET YOU OUT OF HERE!... WE'LL LIVE HAPPLY IN MARLINSPIKE HALL AND ...

OOH NO! NO MORE VIOLINS PLEASE!!...

... THE "ABOMINABLE MAN OF THE SNOW" ONLY ENSURED MY SURVIVAL IN ORDER TO SATISFY HIS SEXUAL DESIRES ... AND HE SOON TRAINED ME TO ..... MORE INSATIABLE THAN A JESUIT PRIEST IN A SCHOOL DORMATORY, HIS FAVORITE POSITION WASN'T REALLY THE MISSIONARY POSITION!

OH! MY POOR ..... POOR... TCHANG!

... I THEN STARTED TO WORK IN THE BARS OF PATONG BEACH WHICH WERE FILLED WITH GERMAN TRUCK DRIVERS JUST A BIT UGLIER THAN THE "ABOMINABLE SNOWMAN", BUT FULL OF CASH.... ANYWAY, SINCE TIBET, I WAS IMMUNE TO THAT SIDE ...

WILLST DU EIN BIER MIT MIR TRINKEN LIEBLING??... (*)

(*) CAN I BUY YOU A BEER DARLING?

YOU'RE IN THE WRONG BOOK, TINTIN! WHAT WOULD I DO AT MARLINSPIKE HALL?? BE A REFUGEE? AN APPRENTICE AT THE CUTS BUTCHER'S?

HERE, I LIVE IN THE SUN ... AND I'M PAYING OFF MY "BENZ"....! WERE YOU BRAINWASHED BY A PRIEST BEFORE COMING OVER HERE OR WHAT?!! ... HA HA HA!!
TWO DAYS LATER, SOMEWHERE NORTH OF CHIANG RAI...

I FIND YOU VERY TACITURN SINCE YOU WENT OUT THE OTHER NIGHT TINTIN!!...

DON'T WORRY CAPTAIN, IT WILL GO AWAY....

A SMELL OF DECAY? REALLY? DO YOU THINK SO?

A LOCAL MARKET: WELL FINALLY BE ABLE TO HAVE BREAKFAST!!!....

I'M FED UP OF STICKY RICE, BILLIONS OF .....!! ...

STINKING? TALK FOR YOURSELF CAPTAIN! AND TO TOP IT: ROUGH IN FRONT OF A YOUNG LADY!

TEE HEE HEE!!!

SINCE HE'S BEEN FUCKING THIS JUNGLE BUNNY, HE'S EVEN MORE BLOCKED UP THAN USUAL!!....

TO APOLOGIZE? I WOULD HOPE SO!!... BUT JUST FORGET ABOUT IT....

... THEY ARE AKHA AND LISU (*) WHO COME DOWN FROM THEIR VILLAGES IN THE MOUNTAINS TO BUY THEIR SUPPLIES CAPTAIN!

... WELL! EACH TO HIS OWN SHIT! ONE THINGS FOR SURE, I WON'T FIND MY "LAUGHING COW" CHEESE SANDWICH IN THIS MESS!!! BILLIONS OF BLISTERING BARNACLES!!...

WAOW! LOOK AT THIS!!

BILLIONS OF BLISTERING BARNACLES!!.... IT'S FULL OF COLORFUL TREE MONKEYS LIKE IN NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC OVER HERE!?!!...

(*) MOUNTAIN TRIBES OF THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE
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I'M NOT MISTAKEN! THESE ARE RED ANTS EGGS: THE CAVIAR OF THE JUNGLE!!

AND OVER HERE, SOME GIANT WATER BUGS, AND... WAOW! IGUANA TESTICLES!!!

ORDER A SANDWICH OF IT, UP TO YOU!!
AGAINST THE FLEW? I DON'T KNOW ABOUT THAT, ALL I KNOW IS THAT IT'S ALL VERY RICH IN PROTEINS!

AFTER THIS LIGHT MEAL, WE'LL ONLY HAVE A COUPLE OF KILOMETRES TO GO BEFORE ARRIVING AT THE HOUSE OF... BUT?!!... WHAT???

WHAT AN APPETITE! HOW MOVING: MY LITTLE ANGEL WAS STARVING!!

THE PRICE OF LOVE!

A DOZEN TESTICLE LATER...
YOUR SWEETIE PIE RISKS GETTING A MOUSTACHE AFTER SUCH A MEAL!!

BURP

MOSTARD? DON'T EXPECT TO FIND ANY IN THESE PARTS CAPTAIN!

OUR VISIT WILL SURPRISE JOLYON WAGG!!

... THOSE SECRETIVE THOMPSONS DIDN'T WANT TO GIVE US HIS ADDRESS...

... OF COURSE NOT! JOLYON WAS PAYING FOR THEIR SILENCE AND THEY WERE PARTING WITH THE MONEY HIS DRAGON WAS SENDING TO FIND HIM...

SHIT! TINTIN!
BE CAREFUL!!

(* DELICIOUS?

... BUT SINCE WE'VE ALL AGREED, WE'LL SOON BE DOING EXACTLY THE SAME THING!!

... ON TOP OF IT, DAINWIT DOESN'T WANT TO HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH THE RATS AT MARLINSPRICK AND GUARANTEES US A PIRATE EDITION OF OUR NEW ADVENTURES!!
THOUSANDS OF BILLIONS!!
AN ELEPHANT!!
IN A ONE WAY STREET!!

We've been lucky!
Go and try to explain this
to the insurance company!

Yes! As you say
we're swinging!!

Tee hee hee!!

It's all my fault, I was
driving on the right side!!

(*)

Those Neanderthals should
walk their elephants
somewhere else than on
public roads!!
Criminals! Hawkers!!

He didn't have his
blinker on?!
I hadn't noticed!!
Tee hee hee!!

Oooh! Here are the temple
ruins the Thompsons were
talking about, it shouldn't
be far away now, they said
the place is sign-posted
yes, I see it!! Ha ha ha ha...

William Mondésir 200m
Vilia 200 2i

I don't believe it!!!
This Zieverer of
Kiekefretter believes
he's in a colony!!!!

His cottage "Ca M'suffit" already
"destroyed" the panorama in the valley
of the Seven Meoses... I hope he didn't
do it again in Siam???

A womaniser that surprises me!!...

Stay quiet captain!
It might really be Wagg's den,
but it looks like a typical
Thai teakwood house!!!

Aaah, that car doesn't look very Catholic
to me? I bet that it's another bunch of
tourists from "Plague-tours" who can't
find the "Giraffe Women Tribe"
BUT?! IT'S YOU RASCALS!!?
THAT'S STRONGER THAN BLUE CHEESE!

NICE TO SEE YOU AGAIN DEAR WAGG!!...

I HOPE WE'VE ARRIVED IN TIME FOR THE
APERITIFS!! ... AFTER ALL THOSE I'VE GIVEN YOU
AT MARLINSPIKE!!...

COME IN !! COME IN !!... AND BY
THE WAY... DON'T FORGET TO TAKE
OF YOUR SHOES OFF AT THE
BOTTOM OF THE STAIRS...

DO YOU TAKE YOURSELF FOR THE
GRAND IMAM OF MAE HONG SON
OR WHAT?

SORRY CAPTAIN; WE MUST RESPECT
THE LOCAL TRADITIONS: AFTERALL,
THIS IS A THAI HOUSE!(*)

... BUT YOU'RE NO MORE A THAI
THAN THE AYATOLLAH OF ANDER-
LECHT BILLIONS OF BARNACLES!

GARISH? YOU EXAGGERATE....!! JUST
A BIT POMPOUS I'D SAY... BUT IT'S
THE LOCAL STYLE I BELIEVE...

YOU'VE ARRIVED JUST IN TIME!! LEK
HAS GONE TO THE VILLAGE, TO REFILL
THE STOCK OF SINGHA (**)!!

"LEK"?? "SINGHA"??
WHAT'S THIS GIBBERISH??!!

... THIS "GIBBERISH" IS THE
DRAMA OF MY LIFE CAPTAIN!!
I MUST EXPLAIN TO YOU BEFORE
SHE GETS BACK!!...

... I MET LEK AT ... ERR... DURING AN
INSURANCE CONVENTION IN BANGKOK AND ...

A CONVENTION "A-GO-GO" AT
ALCAZAR'S; STOP THE BULLSHIT. WE
KNOW EVERYTHING!

OH?! GOSH! I SEE
THAT YOU'VE LEARNED
A FEW THINGS ABOUT
THE COUNTRY...

WELL YES, I MADE A TERRIBLE
MISTAKE... THERE IS A REAL INCOM-
PATIBILITY BETWEEN THIS ... HUM...
THIS CREATURE AND ME... AND .....??

... ALLOW ME TO INTERRUPT
YOU, I THINK THAT
THE "DRAMA OF YOUR LIFE"
HAS JUST RETURNED FROM
SHOPPING...

WHAT ARE YOU GOSSIPING
ABOUT ME IN FRENCH YOU
BLOODY BASTARD??!

* LOCAL CUSTOM PICTATES THAT SHOES ARE NOT WORN Indoors
** THAI BEER
PLEASE DARLING, LET ME INTRODUCE YOU... MY FRIENDS TINTIN & CO FROM BELGIUM!!
ALCAZAR WAS RIGHT: THIS QUEER IS FULL OF SILICONE AND VASELINE!!

I NEVER ASKED YOU!! THIS IS NOT A F... GUESTHOUSE!!
ON THE CONTRARY! BELIEVE ME THE HONOR IS OURS MYLADY!!
PLEASE! DON'T MAKE HER LOOSE FACE TYPHOON!! SHE'S NEEDS A SINGHA!!

YOU SHUT UP!! "JERRY SPRINGER SHOW" THE THAI VERSION: THAT'S THE BEST!!! HA HA HA!!
TAKE IT EASY HONEY!!

WE MUST CREATE A DIVERSION BEFORE SHE PULLS OUT A KITCHEN KNIFE!!
TEE HEE HEE!!
... TELL ME WAGG, WE HAVE NOTICED SOME BEAUTIFUL RUINS ABOUT 2 KM FROM HERE, COULD YOU DRIVE US THERE??
MY APERITIF???

EXCELLENT IDEA!!... LET'S GO, RIGHT NOW!!!

WHAT'S GOING ON??!

A FEW MINUTES LATER...

HURRY ALONG TINTIN!!!! I'VE GOT MY CREDIT CARDS AND MY PASSPORT: NO WAY WE'RE STOPPING AT THE RUINS!!

TEE HEE HEE!!

BEDOUIN? I DON'T KNOW BUT SHE SEEMS TO HAVE TEMPER!!

* THAI BEER
DO YOU MEAN YOU'RE STOPPING YOUR "GIBBERISH"?!!

BETTER THAN THAT!!! I'M GOING BACK TO BELGIUM!!

IF I WERE IN YOUR SHOES JOLYON I WOULD THINK ABOUT IT!!
I UNDERSTAND THAT YOU WANT TO GET RID OF THAT WALKING SILICONE BAG!!... BUT THINK ABOUT THE BELGIAN WINTER, AND THE WAY MRS. WAGG FINDS YOU AFTER YOU VANISHED FOR SIX MONTHS... IN THAILAND!!?

I'VE ALREADY MADE MY DECISION HADDOCK: I'M GOING BACK HOME!!! I'M LEAVING!!! I MISS IT TOO MUCH!!!

IT???

WOW!! WOW!! WOW!!
IF THIS NITWIT GIVES IN NOW WE CAN SAY GOOD BYE TO MOTHER WAGG'S EXPENSE ACCOUNT!!...

... RABBIT MARINATED IN BEER!!... (*)

THE...???

... NOBODY ELSE PREPARES IT WITH SO MUCH LOVE, ONLY GEORGETTE CAN DO IT!!...

WHEN I THINK THAT I HAD TO GO THROUGH ALL THIS JUST TO REALIZE HOW MUCH I LOVE...

... LOVE WHO? THE RABBIT OR GEORGETTE???

TEE HEE HEE!!

... YOU NEED SOME REST JOLYON! YOU'LL SEE, WITH US IN CHIANG MAI, YOU'LL SOON FIND OTHER PLEASURES IN LIFE IN THIS "COUNTRY OF FREE MEN" !...

... DON'T PUSH ME CAPTAIN!! I'VE ALREADY MADE MY DECISION!!

MEANWHILE AT MARLINSPIKE HALL...

OHHH YEEESSS!! CALL ME "MRS. THE VISCOUNTESS" AGAIN NESTOR!!! YEESSSSSS!!!

YES GEORG... ERR... MRS. THEEE AAAAAHHHHHHHHH!!

"THIS HOUSE IS NOT A BROTHEL" HE SAID... LOOK WHO'S TALKING!!

... OR IF YOU PREFER, WE'LL GO TO THE BEACH, TO PATTAAYA!!...

USELESS TINNIN... I'LL CALL GEORGETTE THIS EVENING!!...

* BELGIAN SPECIALTY
NESTORLET, MY SERVANT, DARLING, WITH YOU IT'S LIKE LIVING WITH A KING!!... BUT...

... WE SHOULD EAT SOMETHING! COME, I'VE GOT A SURPRISE FOR YOU!!

... A MALE OF 3 KG, FRESHLY ARRIVED FROM UNCLE ANATOLES FARM

... YOU'LL BE DELIGHTED WITH MY "RABBIT MARINATED IN BEER"!!

TO START WITH, YOU WILL CHOP THE CARROTS, THE ONIONS AND A TURNIP...

WELL... GEORGETTE... ERR... MRS. THE VISCOUNTESS...

... THEN YOU'LL MELT FIVE KILOS OF MARGARINE AND ADD TWO LITRES OF VINEGAR, THE CHESTNUTS AND THE ANCHOVIES...

!!!

... MARINATE THE RABBIT FOR A WHILE IN THE "STELLA-ARTOIS" (*)
... I'LL GO AND HAVE A LOOK AT THE WINE CELLAR!!

THAT OLD SEAWOLF HADDOCK SURELY HAS A FEW GOOD BOTTLES HIDDEN!!

... HMM... THAT WOMAN MUST HAVE SOME ROOTS: THE CAVES HAVE BEEN UNDERWATER FOR SIX MONTHS...

OH! MADAM...!!
NO!! NOT THAT!!
IT WOULD BE A SACRILEGE!!...

LOOK! IT WAS WORTH IT!!...
LOOK WHAT I FOUND FOR THE APERITIF!!

(*) Belgian Beer
These are the last bottles from the wreck of the Unicorn. This Jamaican rum is 300 years old! The master is very attached to it.

And then? I believe he owes it to me. That pirate of the high seas!

And now, I stop the expense account.

Who do you think paid for his plane ticket for Thailand?

It's time for those young people to come back to the fold! Anyway, the whores and crocodiles must have finished eating the remains of Jolyon by now.

... and I must admit that I always fancied the Louis XVI style! I'm starting a new life with you, Nestorlet!

But for now, put the beast in the sauce before it boils, and don't forget the strawberries and the broccoli.

... I say? Where are you going? Do you feel sick?

Six time zones away...

We're arriving in Chiang Mai! Jolyon! Admire the sundown on the Doi Suthep!... (**)

Phuket? Yes, it might be a good idea, but at this time of the year it will be impossible to get a seat on ANY plane in the world!

Oh!... Stop joking OK? What are you drivel about?!!

Of course! But nobody could prevent it... in some cases it must really be dramatic!!

Tee hee hee!!!
WHAT DOES YOUR BLOODY Calf-Culcus MEAN BY THAT?....

YES! TYPHOON IS RIGHT!! I COMPLETELY FORGOT ABOUT IT....

INTERNET? YES OF COURSE, BUT BELIEVE ME, THE PRICES WILL FALL!!

GOOD! THIS HITCH GIVES US SOME TIME TO CONVINCE WAGG NOT TO GO BACK TO HIS PARISH!

I REALLY DON'T SEE THE CONNECTION, YOU'RE ALWAYS JUMPING FROM ONE SUBJECT TO ANOTHER!!

AND I WAS DREAMING OF BEING TOGETHER WITH GEORGETTE AFTER TOMORROW!!...

DON'T PANIC JOLYON! I PROMISE YOU RABBIT FOR NEW YEARS EVE!!...

AND FULL OF JUNGLE BUNNIES AS WELL BILLIONS OF BLISTERING BARNACLES!!

EXACTLY!!! THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO CONNECTION!!

TCHANG!

I DID SUGGEST YOU TO TAKE SOME WARM CLOTHES WITH YOU TO THE MOUNTAINS!

... THIS WRITING.... OH! MY GOD!!...

LATER AT THE RECEPTION OF THE "POP NORTH HOTEL".

THERE IS A MESSAGE FOR YOU, MR. TINTIN!

??!!

29.42/49 SPAR
TINTIN,
I'M IN TROUBLE CANNOT EXPLAIN YOU COME FAST, BE DISCREET TO THIS ADDRESS:
THANON KA
SOL 2

??!!

??!!
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CAPTAIN, I HAVE TO GO, IT'S AN EMERGENCY! I'LL EXPLAIN IT TO YOU LATER!!...

A LITTLE BIT LATER...

EH! THERE YOU ARE! GENERAL ALERT! THE ANDERLECHT WAGGER CAME BACK HERE WITH US AND... HE WANTS TO GO BACK TO BELGIUM!!...

!!?  !!?

... FIND HIM A RABBIT!!....

A ... RABBIT ??!!....

MEANWHILE, IN DOWNTOWN CHIANG MAI....

BLOODY HELL!!! THIS ZAMOR (*) IS TAKING ME TO THE DARKEST DEPTHS OF THE CITY....

PUSSY! PUSSY!
HA HA HA!!!....

THESE LIGHTS PROBABLY ADVERTISE MISERABLE BROTHELS FOR LOCALS, MY DRIVER'S ALL EXCITED...

PUSSY! PUSSY!
HA HA HA!

"WHEN THE SMILE HAS GONE, THE KNIFE IS NOT FAR OFF" (***)... THAT'S SURLY THE CASE, IN THIS AREA!!....

OH! POOR TCHANG

... TINTIN DISEMBARKS IN A WORRYING DEAD END LANE, WHEN SUDDENLY...

HA HA HA!!! I KNEW THE BOY SCOUT WOULD COME!!

OUCH! THIS GUY'S BRAKES REALLY NEED A TUNE-UP!!.... WE MUST HAVE ARRIVED!!....

SKRA

(*) A PEDAL POWER TRISHAW
(**) THAI PROVERB
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YOU... YOU CAN ALSO SPEAK THAI!!!

HA HA HA!!!... YOU KNOW... IT'S NOT CHINESE FOR ME TO TELL YOU WHAT I THINK IN THAI!!!

... WHEN I UNDERSTOOD THAT YOU TOOK ME FOR TCHANG AT THE "SEXY BOY"! I INVENTED THE STORY ABOUT THE YETI, IT WAS EASY, I KNOW ALL OF YOUR ADVENTURES BY HEART, LUCY! HA HA HA!!!

I'VE EVEN LEARNED FRENCH FROM ALL YOUR TINTIN BOOKS!!!... BUT YOU DESTROYED MY ILLUSION WHEN I SAW YOU WALKING INTO MY FUCKING BAR!!...

O OOH!... THE SMILE HAS GONE!!!

I THOUGHT THAT AT LEAST YOU "PURE HEART" WOULD NEVER STEP INTO A PLACE LIKE THAT!!!

TCHANG... ERRR... TRY... PLEASE LET ME TRY TO EXPLAIN WHY I...

... AND THIS IS MY FAVORITE EDITION!!!...

... AND I THINK THAT YOU'RE THE MOST NAIVE OF ALL FARANGS!!!(**) HA HA HA! BECAUSE...

... I'M NOT YOUR TCHANG!!! MY NAME'S TRY AND I'M THAI!!! "TCHANG" FOR US, MEANS "ELEPHANT" AND IT'S ALSO A BRAND OF BEER...

OH! NO! LAO-TZEU SAID IT, I KNOW THE CLASSICS!! (***) YOU... KICK... ONLY DESERVE ONE THING... THAT I CUT IT OFF YOU!!!
WEDNESDAY 29 DECEMBER 1999, 9 O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING...

TINTIN?! ... GET UP!!... COME ON!!... GET UP!!...

PAR...?!... WHAT A LOUT THAT SAILOR!!!...

HMM!.. WE ONLY SAW WAGG THIS MORNING!!...

(POS) POSH SCHOOL IN CHIANG MAI
HE... HELLO??! IS THIS... THE... WAGG'S... RESIDENCE?? AHHH!!... DADDY?? IS THIS A JOKE OR WHAT?? MUMMY TOLD US THAT YOU DIED OF A HEART ATTACK IN A MASSAGE PARLOUR IN BURMA A LONG TIME AGO!!?... WHAT KIND OF BULLSHIT IS THIS?? TELL ME, I HOPE THAT YOU DIDN'T START SMOKING AGAIN, HEY, MY BOY??... REMEMBER THE MOPED I PROMISED YOU... BUT ANYWAY, PASS ME TO YOUR MOTHER!!... HE... HELLO?? HE... HELLO??... ERR... DADDY??...

...YES ?...

DON'T TIRE YOURSELF OUT, MUMMY TOOK THE TRAM ABOUT AN HOUR AGO TO GO TO HAVE TEA AT THE VISCOUNTS...

THE VISCOUNT ?? WHAT VISCOUNT ???!

SUCH A CHARMING IDEA FOR YOU TO HAVE INVITED ME THIS MORNING TO THIS WONDERFUL PLACE TO ADMIRE THE SUNRISE!! MY PENDULUM IS GOING CRAZY!!! THIS PLACE IS FULL OF GOOD VIBRATIONS!!!

IT MIGHT BE THE RIGHT MOMENT TO TAKE YOU INTO MY CONFIDENCE... OF COURSE, I AM AN OLD MAN, BUT KNOW THAT... WELL, I MEAN...

TEE HEE HEE!!!

...YOU... YOU TOO?!!... I DON'T KNOW... HOW... HOW TO TELL YOU... I'M THE HAPPIEST MAN... IN... THE WORLD!!!!

(*) LIVES OF THE RICH & FAMOUS: U.S. TV SHOW ABOUT RICH DICKS
(**) I DON'T UNDERSTAND ANYTHING OF YOUR GIBBERISH, AND I'M FED UP BECAUSE I'M STARVING!!!
Meanwhile at the "Bistrot de Paris"...

A little something for breakfast sir?

No! bring me the wine list!!!

??

... so...? I'll start... with a "neuf chateau d'utroux"...

Err... a bottle sir??...

Of course!

You speaking excellent French you know...!!

Thank you sir... ha ha ha!!

They say that a woman who wears glasses is a woman who likes dick! ha!

Get a job in a French restaurant and you'll meet high class people! They told me at the Alliance Francaise!!

A viscount!!... can you imagine!!

Hello Wagg!!... don't tell me, you're already drinking at the break of dawn!!??!

??

Hello Wagg!!... don't tell me, you're already drinking at the break of dawn!!??!

Meanwhile ten thousand kilometers away at a European airport...

You're really lucky sir! There's one seat left!!!... hurry to gate 99... but that "luggage", do you really think that...??

No problem miss! I guarantee you that these two understand each other very well!!

Aah!!... Haddock!! if you're planning on giving me an ear full... don't!!!... rest assured...

I'm staying!!...

??

??

Thai

TG 93!
WHAT A RELIEF!!... I'M SAFE! SAFE!! HA HA HA!!!

HAVENT YOU ALWAYS DREAMED OF JOINING THE MILE HIGH CLUB!

OH! NO! YOU'RE NOT GOING TO RIP MY ARSE APART ALL NIGHT AGAIN, ARE YOU??!

GOODBYE MADAM THE VISCOUNTESS!! AND HAPPY NEW YEAR! HA HA HA!!!

ERR... IS IT YOUR FIRST TRIP TO THAILAND?...

YOU'RE A LORD OF THE MANOR?!
CONGRATULATIONS!! I BET YOU'RE A DENTIST, AREN'T YOU??...

NO... NOT REALLY SIR, I'M... ERR... EMPLOYED IN A CASTLE...

A BUTLER? THAT'S VERY INTERESTING!
THEN YOU'RE ON HOLIDAY?

I HOPE SO SIR...

TO BE HONEST SIR, IT'S THE VERY FIRST TIME I'VE LEFT THE CASTLE! BUT, WHY DO YOU ASK THIS QUESTION?...

... I...

I SEE... I SEE...

ANOTHER NUTCASE!!... REALLY, THESE FLIGHTS TO BANGKOK...

IT'S ALREADY SUNSET IN SIAM...

BY THIS TIME, WITH A BIT OF LUCK... THEY'RE IN THE AIR...

ERR... P...
"PURE HEART"?

AND?... HOW'S THE HANGOVER MISTER "CASTRATOR"? OH!

... TINTIN... I'M SORRY... THIS RICE ALCOHOL IS MORE DANGEROUS THAN THE NECTAR OF RADJAIJAH, THE POISON WHICH MAKES CRAZY (*)!!...

TELL ME ABOUT IT? IF I DIDN'T ALMOST BREAK MY NECK IN THE DUSTBINS I PROBABLY WOULDN'T BE ON THIS WORLD ANYMORE!!

... FORGET IT!! DURING YOUR ALCOHOLIC COMA, I'VE HAD THE TIME TO TAKE CARE OF SOME VERY IMPORTANT BUSINESS!

... I MUST GO BACK NOW, MY FRIENDS MUST BE WORRIED...
OH... ONE LAST THING...

I HOPE THAT YOU WONT... SPREAD AROUND... WHAT... YOU DISCOVERED LAST NIGHT...

... YOU MEAN...

(*) SEE "CIGARS OF THE PHARAOH"
YES!... THAT THERES NOTHING TO CUT OFF TINTIN!

... OH! I SHOULD HAVE SUSPECTED IT!

I'M A HERO WITH ONE "H" TO MANY: COMPLETELY ASEXUAL!!... JUST GOOD TO DRINK TEA WITH BLAKE AND MORTIMER AT THE PENSIONERS' CLUB!!... IT'S NOT FUNNY YOU KNOW!!... I ENVY HADDOCK AND THE OTHERS WHO SEE TO BE ABLE TO BEND THE RULES!!...

CONSOLE YOURSELF TINTIN! AT LEAST YOU DON'T RUN THE RISK OF GETTING AIDS!!...

THANKS ANYWAY, BUT I WORRY ABOUT MY REPUTATION OF BEING A YOUNG REPORTER CONFRONTING EVERY DANGER!!

A FORTUNE TELLER??!
THAT'S A REALLY ROMANTIC IDEA!!...
I'M OVER THE MOON!!...

TEE HEE HEE!!

TRANSLATION:
I DON'T WANT TO LOOSE MY TIME WITH THIS OLD PRICK, COULD YOU TELL ME IF HIS BANK ACCOUNT IS WORTH IT?

WHAT THIS VENERABLE MANDARIN WILL READ IN THE LINES OF MY HAND, WILL SURELY TURN MY LOVE LIFE UPSIDE DOWN AT THE DAWN OF... THE MILLENIUM!!

OOOOOH! AAAAAAH! HA HA HA HA HA!!

... MEANWHILE, AT THE "POP NORTH HOTEL"...

... NOT TOO MANY CHILDREN PLEASE!!... YOU UNDERSTAND, AT MY AGE...

TEE HEE HEE!!

YOU HAVEN'T WON THE LOTTERY WITH THIS FOREIGNER!! I ONLY SEE A SMALL RETIREMENT PENSION... AND AN INSIGNIFICANTLY SMALL AMOUNT OF MONEY IN A BANK ACCOUNT...

TINTIN! FINALLY! WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN BILLIONS OF BARNACLES?? YOU DIDN'T...

OH! CAPTAIN! WATCH OUT!!
BILLIONS OF BLISTERING BARNACLES!? WHAT THE HELL IS...?!?!

KEEP COOL! IT'S ONLY A CRACKER!...

THAT'S NO REASON TO IMITATE THE SYLVAVIAN WAR, BILLIONS OF BARNACLES!!...

AND TO TOP IT OFF, THEY THINK THEY'RE ALREADY IN 2542!! AS FAR AS I KNOW, THE YEAR 2000 DOESN'T CONCERN THEM!!...

HADDOCK! YOU'RE AN INCORRIGIBLE MOANER! PUT SOME WATER IN YOUR WINE FOR CHRIST SAKE!!!!

WATER IN MY WINE? NEVER!!

...AND TURN US INTO "WALKING WRECKS"!! WAIT TILL I CATCH YOU BILLIONS OF BLISTERING BARNACLES!! BLOODY IDIOTS!! JUVENILE DELINQUENTS!!... NITWITS!!...GANGSTERS!!...

BLAH! HA HA HA!!!

WELL, ... I SUGGEST THAT WE PASS THIS LAST EVENING OF THE YEAR 1999 IN A MORE SERENE ATMOSPHERE!!...

GOOD IDEA!! FOLLOW ME!! I'VE JUST DISCOVERED A COOL PLACE JUST A FEW METRES AWAY!! "HIC!!"

Anderlecht, Belgium at the hour the postman comes...

DEAR VISCOUNTESS,

I'LL ALWAYS KEEP YOU DEEP IN MY MEMORY, YOUR TURNIP ODOUR, AS WELL AS YOUR FANTASTIC RABBIT MARINATED IN BEER. BUT THE SERVANT IN ME FEELS VERY GUILTY OF OUR FORBIDDEN EMBRACES IN THE NAPOLEON III ROOM. I AM SURE THAT MR. JOLYN, THE FATHER OF YOUR SEVEN CHILDREN WILL COME BACK HOME AND I WOULD REALLY FEEL GUILTY IF I THOUGHT THAT I HAD DESTROYED THIS WONDERFUL LOVE WHICH HAS KEPT YOU TOGETHER FOR AGES...

NEVER CUT THE EXPENSES TO TINTIN AND HIS FRIENDS, BECAUSE THEY WILL FIND YOUR DEAR HUSBAND, WHATEVER THEY HAVE TO DO TO ACHIEVE IT. HELP THEM TO BRING YOU BACK TOGETHER AGAIN BY TRAVELLING AROUND THAILAND IN SEARCH OF YOUR HUSBAND.

I THINK FOR MY PART THAT IT WOULD BE BETTER FOR ME TO GO, TO FORGET OUR MARLINSPIKE SINS.

"I AM THEREFORE GOING FOR A FEW WEEKS TO MY OLD AUNT IN THE COUNTRYSIDE, I AM TAKING SNOWY AND THE CAT WITH ME... MARLINSPIKE IS CLOSED! THANK YOU FOR HAVING TAKEN MY VIRGINITY AT THE DAWN OF THIS NEW MILLENNIUM. I DIDN'T BELIEVE IN IT ANYMORE. ALL THE BEST FOR THE YEAR 2000... GOODBYE... YOUR NESTORLET."

YOU'RE CRYING MUM??

"NO, IT'S BECAUSE OF THE ONIONS... DRAIN THE SALAD WILL YOU?!!..."
MEANWHILE AT THE "BAR BEER CORNER..."

THAT REMINDS ME A ONE OF MY UNCLE ANATOLES
GOOD JOKES: A STAMMERING PRIEST FINDS A TAMPAX
IN HIS CONFESSIONAL THE DAY BEFORE THE FIRST
COMMUNIONS. HE SAYS TO THE ALTAR BOY: ...

ERR.. WAGG... IT'S THE THIRD TIME YOU'VE
TOLD THAT JOKE THIS EVENING....

PRECISELY: WE'RE
FED UP WITH IT!...

LET'S DISAPPEAR DISCREETLY
CAPTAIN! I HAVE SOME CONFIDENTIAL
NEWS FOR YOU..... WHICH WILL
MAKE YOU HAPPY!!...

GUESS WHO'S
COMING FOR DINNER
THIS EVENING?!!

WELL! HOW ABOUT THE
JOKE OF ABOUT SWISS
TIE SALESMAN, DO YOU
KNOW IT?....

AND THE SYLDavian
WANK?

(??) OH! THERE HE IS! THE FAT GUY WITH A MOUSTACHE AND
A FLOWER PATTERNED SHIRT BEHIND YOU! DON'T TURN AROUND
TOO QUICKLY...

(??) OK.
I see that the smokers corner is over here, I hope that I'm not disturbing you!!...

Not at all! You really speak French very well don't you??!

And what did you do at the E.E.C. ??....

I gave massages to the civil servants!! Because you know...

Well! Hey! I'm stressed as well, and I don't have anything against dioxine, because I love eating mayonnaise too much!!

Tell me colleague, what is Wagg chatting up over there, take off 300 grams of silicone, the brown wig and the hardware and what do you see?

A strong deduction dear Watson! A shelf stacker in a large supermarket!

Tell me colleague, what is Wagg chatting up over there, take off 300 grams of silicone, the brown wig and the hardware and what do you see?

A strong deduction dear Watson! A shelf stacker in a large supermarket!

... they're really under stress! Especially after the afternoon nap, when they have to go back home to their wives, the news, and the kids!

(*) European Economic Commission
(**) Chicken eaters (in Brussels dialect)
... THAI AIRWAYS INTERNATIONAL WISHES YOU A PLEASANT JOURNEY TO CHIANG MAI AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR! PLEASE KEEP YOUR SEATBELT FASTENED UNTIL THE AIRCRAFT HAS COME TO ...
IT'S A REAL PLEASURE TO SEE YOU MY FRIENDS!!!
WELCOME TO THAILAND!!!

OOOOOOH! SIR... WHAT A TRIP!!!
I AM EXHAUSTED!!!

WOA!!
WOA!!
WOA!!

FOR ONCE, LET ME TAKE CARE OF YOUR LUGGAGE, NESTOR!

SIR, PLEASE, I CANT...

TA TA TA!!

AND THE CASTLE? IS EVERYTHING OK??

OOOOH! SIR WHAT A WINTER!!! WHAT A WINTER!!! IF YOU ONLY KNEW!!!

THE CELLARS ARE UNDER WATER. THERE'S BEEN SO MUCH RAIN, AND NOW IT'S SNOWING. FLAKES AS BIG AS DEBT COLLECTORS LETTERS ...

AND I FORGOT TO TELL YOU ABOUT THE TYRANNY OF THE MARLINSPIKE COUNCIL WHICH HAS IMPOSED VERY SEVERE REGULATIONS ON THE GARBAGE:

HA HA HA!!!
DON'T LAUGH!!!

IT'S A NIGHTMARE. MONDAY-GREEN BAGS FOR THE GARDEN REFUSE, TUESDAY-RED BAGS FOR THE KITCHEN REFUSE, WEDNESDAY-GREY BAGS FOR THE HOUSEHOLD REFUSE, THURSDAY-BLUE BAGS FOR THE PLASTIC REFUSE, FRIDAY-YELLOW BAGS FOR FISH BONES, SATURDAY-ORANGE BAGS FOR THE...

HMM... TELL ME MY DEAR NESTOR...

CERTAINLY SIR, BUT IT'S HARD TO COPE WITH SOME INJUSTICES...

I'VE HAD TO PAY A FINE FOR THE REMAINDER OF A RABBIT THROWN BY MISTAKE INTO A BLUE BAG, WHILST THE BUTCHER OF MONS (**) IS NOT WORRIED WITH HIS NON-REGULATION BAGS!

WHAT ARE ALL THESE POLICEMEN DOING IN FRONT OF OUR HOTEL!? THUNDER! I HOPE THAT...

HERE WE ARE...
BUT?!

(!

!!!?!

(*) NICKNAME GIVEN TO A MYSTERIOUS BELGIAN SERIAL KILLER WHO LEFT PIECES OF HIS VICTIMS IN GARBAGE BAGS (TRUE STORY)
OH! MY DEAR NESTOR, WHAT A PLEASURE TO SEE YOU! BUT YOU'RE ARRIVING AT THE WRONG TIME! IT'S DISASTROUS OVER HERE!!!

WHAT... WHAT'S HAPPENING ??!

JOLYON! BILLIONS OF BARNACLES!! INCREDIBLE!!

DRUGS!!! HEROINE!!

THE COPS JUST ENTERED HIS ROOM AND FOUND ENOUGH FOR A LIFE LONG SENTENCE!!!

OH NO!! THAT'S A SETUP!!... THAT IDIOT IS CAPABLE OF ANYTHING, BUT NOT PLAYING WITH NITROGLYCERINE!! FAST! WE MUST ACT!!!

HELP ME TINTIN!! PLEASE EXPLAIN TO THESE KIDS THAT IT'S NOT MY WASHING POWDER AND THAT I WON'T CHANGE BRANDS, EVEN IF THEY PROPOSE TO GIVE ME TWO BARRELS FOR FREE!!!

IT'S THAT HOOKER I TOOK YESTERDAY WHO STASHED THE STUFF IN MY ROOM BEFORE DISAPPEARING WITH MY CREDIT CARDS, MY CUFF LINKS AND MY BROLEX!!...

... THEY DON'T HAVE THE RIGHT TO ARREST ME!!! I EVEN HAVE MONDASS ASSISTANCE!!! ... BLOODY HELL!!!!

BUT IN THE SHADOWS...

HA HA HA!!! AND WHAT MORE?!!.. LEK WILL BE HAPPY! THE FARANG IS GOING TO BE A GUEST AT RATCHAWITHI ROAD!! (*)

A TOOTH ACHIE?!! AND YOU'RE WAKING UP THE ENTIRE HOTEL FOR A TOOTH ACHIE?!!?....

TYphoon. IT'S REALLY NOT THE TIME!!

WAAAAIIIEE!!

(*) ADDRESS OF CHANG MAI'S CENTRAL PRISON
SNOWY!! BUT??!! He's going crazy!!! SNOWY!! COME HERE!!!

WAIT! DON'T LET THIS DINOSAUR GO! SNOWY NEVER ATTACKS WITHOUT REASON!!...

NO Haddock, I've never seen this boy, and you know, I'm more interested in girls!!!

ERR... EXCUSE ME FOR THIS INTERVENTION YOUNG PEOPLE...

ONE CAN SOMETIMES FIND STRANGE THINGS IN THE MEN'S TOILET!

... SUCH AS THIS ONE! IF "SIR" WOULD TAKE OFF HIS SUNGLASSES, I AM SURE THAT IT WILL FIT PERFECTLY!!!

... HIGH HEEL SHOES, A BRA, EVENING DRESS, A WIG...

A HE COULD HIDE A SHE!

TO BE PRECISE: A SHE COULD HIDE A HE!!...

(*) HELP! THIS DOG IS MAD!!
There we are!! I guess that
you recognize this "Miss"
by now, Sir?!!

It's as strong as
blue cheese!!!...  
Yes! It's him! Err...
It's her! ... Well...
It's...

The "Katoey" who pumped your
cucumber wagg!! ... but not before
leaving you a free sample of Ariel,
and disappearing with your Breloq
and your credit cards!!

Quite snowy!!

Warn!

Meanwhile in Belgium, at the offices
of the Marinsprick company...

Only?? Is that all we've sold
of the moon spaceship for
the thirtieth birthday of the
Apollo mission?!!

Err... Sorry boss,
they cost an arm
and a leg!!

Admit that for a simple piece
of wood... Err... especially when
you know that in...

It's really not the right
moment to talk to me
about Thailand!!

... and my spaceships are
built according to e.e.c.
regulations!!!

... and I'll be the
master of the
world!

Psst! Just between us... if you
want to keep your job, try to
avoid speaking about Thailand with
the boss for the moment!!

... he's hyper since Tintin is over
there!!! ... and Derek Dimwit
the chief of the legal depart-
ment found him, but we haven't
heard from him since then!

... and the boss thinks that he has
been bought... he's afraid there'll be a
"Tintin in Thailand" will be published
very soon!!! ... maybe even this evening
for the year 2000!!

T in T?? Ha ha ha!!
That's the happiest
disaster to strike the
end of the century !!!

... at the "Pop North", at only 8 hours away of the year 2000!!

To take revenge because you just left her at "Mon
Desir". Gavén orders to this other Katoey... both
of them are now in jail, without the snowy's
intuition and the shrewdness of the Thompsons you
would have spent New Year's Eve in jail jolyon!!

Excuse me? Do I have
the immense honour
to interrupt the
eminent professor
Typhoon?
... YOU ARE REALLY IMPOLITE YOUNG MAN!! YES, I AM DRINKING ALCOHOL, AND THEN?? YOU ARE PROBABLY FROM THE SALVATION ARMY!!

ERR... PROFESSOR, I'M AN ENGLISH STUDENT AND ...

MILK?!!?!!... ARE YOU CRAZY?!!

YOUR FRIEND ASK ME TRANSLATE HER APOLOGIES AND BEGS YOU TO ACCEPT HER HONEST EXCUSE...

TEE HEE HEE!!!

LOOK WHO'S HERE: MY STUBBORN LITTLE ANGEL!!

SHE SAY THE FORTUNE TELLER SPEAK FUTURE NOT GOOD FOR YOU, SHE AFRAID. BUT AFTER, SHE DOUBLE CHECK WITH ANOTHER ONE AND HIM SPEAK MUCH BETTER OF A FLOURISHING FUTURE FOR THE LOVE SHE HAS AGAINST YOU!!

TEE HEE HEE! THE ECLIPSE OF AUGUST 11TH? OF COURSE I WAS THERE! BUT WHAT DO YOU WANT TO KNOW?!

NOW SHE KNOW YOU SOON VERY RICH BECAUSE OF COMIC STRIP AND SHE WANT MARRY YOU!!

... BECAUSE SOON YOU CAN BUILD NICE HOUSE FOR HER AND FEED HER POOR FAMILY OF 62 MEMBERS!

TEHEEHEE!!

OF COURSE I HAVE A BROKEN HEART BUT YOU ARE RIGHT: SHE WOULDN'T HAVE BEEN HAPPY WITH A MAN LIKE ME... ERR... AND WHEN ARE YOU PLANNING TO MARRY?!

NO! YOU MISUNDERSTAND! SHE WANT MARRY YOU! NOT ME! I LOVE SANHITAM TOO MUCH!!!(**)

TINTIN AMIGO MIO!!... THE GENERAL!! THIS IS A SURPRISE! WHAT BRINGS YOU UP FROM BANGKOK?!!

THE FAMILY SPIRIT, AMIGO! WHEN I HEARD THAT YOU WERE ALL GOING TO BE AT BIANCKY'S PARTY FOR THE END OF THE CENTURY...

I TOLD MYSELF: ALCAZAR! YOU CANNOT MISS THIS REVOLUTIONARY PARTY!!...

... WHEN I THINK, CARAMBA, OF ALL THOSE PEOPLE WHO WILL PASS NEW YEARS EVE IN FRONT OF THEIR TELEVISION WATCHING THE "MOULIN ROUGE'S REVUE", IN TAPIOCAPOLIS!!... HA HA HA!!

SIR! SIR! IT'S TERRIBLE!! THE CAT!! HE'S....!! HE'S....!!

(*) AUGUST 11TH, TOTAL ECLIPSE IN BELGIUM
(**) SANHITAM: CHANG MAI'S RED LIGHT DISTRICT
THE CAGE IS EMPTY!! I'VE SEARCHED EVERYWHERE... HE HAS DISAPPEARED!!!

BILLIONS OF BLISTERING BARNACLES: MY SIAMESE CAT!!!

WHAT DID I TELL YOU? HE'S PICKED UP THE SCENT ALREADY!!!

THAT'S IT!!!... SEARCH MY BRAVE SNOWY!!! SEARCH...

HE CAN'T BE FAR AWAY CAPTAIN!! SNOWY WILL FIND HIM!!

REALY... WHAT WOULD THEY DO WITHOUT ME, THESE HUMANS ??!

THAT'S IT! DIRECTION: THE STREET! THAT'S TYPICAL OF "FELIX THE HOOKER"!

TO LOOSE A SIAMESE CAT IN SIAM!! THAT'S THE LIMIT!!...

NO PANIC ARCHIBALD!! I SMELL SHRIMP, THIS WHORE CAN'T BE FAR AWAY!!...

STOP!! REVERSE ENGINES!!! THIS SMELL IS UNBEARABLE!!

YOU SEE THERE WAS NO REASON TO WORRY!! OUR CAT HASN'T EATEN SINCE BRUSSELS... IT'S NOT STRANGE THAT HE MADE STRAIGHT FOR THIS STALL OF 'PLA MUCK HENG'!! HA HA HA!!... (*)

WELL! THEY CAN KEEP THEIR ROTTEN JELLYFISH, BILLIONS OF...!!

MIAAAAAAAAAAW!!

BELUARRRKKK! GOODBYE EVERYBODY I'M LEAVING!!...

WELL! THEY CAN KEEP THEIR ROTTEN JELLYFISH, BILLIONS OF...!!

MIAAAAAAAAAAW!!

BELOW...

YOU ARE GOING BACK TO THE HOTEL MY FRIEND!!

YES! THAT'S IT! OLD PRICK!!!

TELL ME!! YOU'RE REALLY CARELESS MY FRIENDS!!!

TO BE PRECISE...

I'M BEEN FUCKING BORED IN THAT CASTLE SINCE 1956 (**), AND THE FIRST TIME I GET TO TRAVEL THEY WANT TO KEEP ME ON A LEASH!!...

(*) PLA MUCK HENG: AIR DRIED SQUID
(**) IN 1956, THE CAT APPEARED FOR THE FIRST TIME IN "THE CALCULUS AFFAIR"
BUT!!! WHAT ARE YOU DOING IN THIS CARNIVAL GARB??! THOUSANDS OF BARNACKLES!!!

WE'RE NOT JOKING!!! WE'RE JUST BACK FROM ... ERR ... THE RED LIGHT DISTRICT...!

WE'VE HAD TO CONFRONT SKY ROCKETS AND FIREWORKS BEFORE GETTING BACK TO THE HOTEL!!! EVERYBODY IS ALREADY PARTYING FOR THE LAST HOURS OF THE CENTURY....!

IS IT THE WAR OR WHAT???

AND OVER THERE, IT'S LIKE THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN!!!

BLAM!

A LITTLE BIT LATER, IN A (STILL) QUIET BAR IN CHIANG MAI...

ALL HOOKERS!!!

AND I'M NOT AFRAID TO SAY IT!!!

OH! LOOK WHO'S THERE?! THE BRAVE NESTOR! YOU'RE ARRIVING JUST IN TIME! LET ME BUY YOU A DRINK!!!

OF ALL THE TIMTIN FAMILY, YOU'RE THE ONE I PREFER ... "HIC"!!! DEVOTED, SIMPLE, DISCREET .... WE'RE BUILT OUT OF THE SAME MOULD NESTOR!!

MY GEORGETTE WAS SIMPLE, LIKE YOU, WHEN WE MET! SHE WAS CLEANING THE OFFICES AT THE ROCK-BOTTOM, MY DEAR!!!

AND YOU KNOW WHAT SHE'S DOING TO ME AFTER 35 YEARS OF MARRIAGE???... SHE PROFITS FROM MY BUSINESS TRIPS BY TAKING THE OPPORTUNITY TO FUCK AROUND!!!

WITH WHOM???

A VISCOUNT! NO LESS! IT'S THE KID WHO TOLD ME ON THE PHONE!!... IF I CATCH HIM, I'LL SHOVE A ROPE UP HIS ARSE LIKE A PIG ON A SPIT!!!

... THEN YOU CAN UNDERSTAND THAT ME, I DON'T... "HIC"...

TUUUT

TUUUT
BUNCH OF IDIOTS!!! I'VE BEEN DRIVING AROUND FOR ONE HOUR IN THIS TUK TUK TO FIND YOU!! COME ON, QUICKLY!!! EVERYBODY'S ALREADY THERE!!!

DON'T TELL ME THAT YOU FORGOT ABOUT NEW YEAR'S EVE AND THE PARTY OF THE CASTANET?!!

OF COURSE NOT CAPTAIN!! BUT THE TIME PASSES BY SO QUICKLY AT THE END OF THE CENTURY!!

A SMALL BEER IN THE TWENTIETH AND YOU MUST DRINK FAST BEFORE THEY RAISE THE PRICES FOR THE TWENTY FIRST CENTURY!!

... LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, I ASK YOU TO APPLAUD THE ARRIVAL OF THE KNIGHT OF KODAK TO WHOM I DEDICATE THE FIRST SONG OF THE CENTURY'S RECITAL... IT'S THE ROCK VERSION OF FAUST'S "JEWELS" SONG!!

GOOD EVENING COMMODORE!

OH! YEAH!!

OUCH!!! IT'S LIKE A FUCKING TORNADO!!

OVER HERE CAPTAIN!! WE'VE GOT A TABLE FAR FROM THE STAGE AND THE SPEAKERS!!

LISTEN TO THIS NOBLE AND DELICATE WALTZ OF STRAUSS MY DARLING!!! THE BEAUTY OF THE OCCIDENT!!!
HAPPY NEW CENTURY TO EVERYBODY!!!!... AND ESPECIALLY TO YOU MY DEAR IMMORTAL TINTIN!!!!... HERE'S THE FIRST COPY WHICH BELONGS TO YOU: "TINTIN IN THAILAND"!!

CORENTIN IN FINLAND ???
TEE HEE HEE!!

"QUITE AND PEACEFUL DAYS IN THE SUN" ??!!? OBVIOUSLY TINTIN DOESN'T KNOW THAILAND'S EXPAT UNDERWORLD YET....!!! - BUT THAT'S ANOTHER STORY....!!! -

HAPPY NEW CENTURY!

ME, TOMORROW I'M LEAVING, MY FRIENDS, AND I'LL TAKE A COPY FOR MY GEORGETTE!!

OOPS... JOLYON... I WOULDN'T DO THAT IF I WERE YOU... !!! FORGET THE BOOK!!

... IT COULD HARM YOUR FUTURE, ESPECIALLY IF YOU'RE PLANNING TO RESTORE IT....!!!

PRECISELY: IT COULD COOK YOUR MISTAKES, ESPECIALLY IF YOU PLAN TO KEEP THEM!!...

THE END